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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3121-Wearing a grim expression, Tamuuz said, 
“Something’s not quite right. Why can’t I contact Benedict? Did something happen?” 

“No way,” Jadranka said, “Benedict’s extremely powerful. There’s no way something 
could have happened. He must be worried that he might be exposed, considering that 
many powerful figures are gathered in the Pavilion now. That’s why he chose not to 
respond.” 

Tamuuz said grimly, “Not just Benedict, I can’t contact even a single spy that the 
Sanctuary has planted in the Pavilion. If I’m not mistaken, the Pavilion must have 
located the spies that have infiltrated their ranks and subdued them.” 

“What should we do then?” Jadranka asked, “Should we continue with our plan? This is 
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Silvester and Helvius are injured, and the strength of 
the Pavilion has been severely diminished. If we miss this opportunity, we might find it 
impossible to annihilate them in the future.” 

Tamuuz fell into deep thought. After some time, he said, “Let’s not rush things. We 
should wait patiently for now. Since we have gone all out, I don’t want any unexpected 
accidents to happen.” 

“Understood.” Jadranka nodded and shut her mouth. 

Sensing something was amiss, Tamuuz did not act recklessly but instead observed the 
situation from the shadows. 

Meanwhile, James and the others waited patiently for a few days. Though the Elixir 
Gathering had ended, the Sanctuary did not make a move. After the Elixir Gathering 
ended, the discipleship examination was organized on time. 

At the same time, in the holy site at the back of Sky City, James, and the others were 
wearing grim expressions. 

James said, “Though many days have passed, the Sanctuary did not make any move. 
They must have sensed something was amiss.” 

Helvius said, “Of course they have. We have imprisoned all the spies that infiltrated our 
ranks. Before the operation, they would surely reach out to them. Now that their 
communication is cut off, they must have sensed that something was amiss. Thus, they 
will not act recklessly.” 

Dismayed, Nuub said, “What should we do then? I was planning to see how powerful I 
am now by fighting against the Sanctuary.” 



James gently tapped the surface of the table with his finger. 

After some time, he stopped abruptly. 

“Our only way is to ask Benedict and the others to send them a message. That’s the 
only way the Sanctuary will make a move.” 

Hearing this, Silvester’s expression was grim as he said, “It would be nigh impossible to 
make them betray the Sanctuary.” 

James said nonchalantly, “Not necessarily. They sided with the Sanctuary because they 
have their eyes on Curse Magic.” 

Then, he stood up and said, “I’ll be heading to the dungeon to meet Benedict and the 
others. Follow along, Nuub.” 

“Yes, James.” 

Nuub stood up as well. 

James did not linger for long and stood up to leave. Before long, he arrived at an empty 
plot of land. Silvester who was a distance away raised his hand, and mysterious sigils 
emerged in his palm and entered the plot of land before James. The earth cracked, and 
an underground passage appeared. 

James entered the underground passage and headed into the depths. Approximately 
ten minutes later, he arrived at the dungeon where many powerful figures were 
imprisoned. These were all core members of the Pavilion who sided with the Sanctuary. 

James arrived at the dungeon Benedict was in and walked in. 

Since Benedict was injured and his cultivation base had been sealed away, he could not 
catalyze his strength to heal his injuries. He was lying on the ground, his life hanging by 
a thread. Upon sensing James’ presence, he crawled up with great difficulty and sat on 
the ground. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3122-Benedict sat on the ground. Though 
wretched, he glanced at James and asked nonchalantly, “Why are you here?” 

Though he appeared nonchalant on the outside, he was secretly puzzled inside. Why 
could an insignificant figure like James freely enter the Pavilion’s holy site? 



‘Could he really be an extremely powerful guy?’ 

He was puzzled. 

James walked into the dungeon and waved his hand casually. Immediately, a chair 
appeared. As he sat on the chair, he looked at Benedict and said coldly, “Benedict, do 
you know why you lost?” 

Benedict shook his head and said, “I don’t know, nor do I wish to know.” 

He knew he had lost. His fate would be terrible. Perhaps he would live, but he would be 
imprisoned for the rest of his life. 

James said, “In truth, you have disguised yourself well. Not even the Pavilion’s Master 
could see through you. If everything goes according to plan, you’ll work with the 
Sanctuary from the inside when they attack the Pavilion. When that happens, the 
Pavilion will surely be destroyed. However, I appeared out of nowhere. You must be 
curious. How were you and your fellow spies discovered.” 

Benedict looked at James. He had been contemplating the answer to this question but 
could not figure anything out. He asked, “How did the Pavilion find out?” 

James smiled and said, “Simple. That’s because by siding with the Sanctuary, you 
cultivated Curse Magic, and as such, there’s Curse Power inside your body.” 

Full of disbelief, Benedict said, “That’s all? I have never used Curse Power in public, 
and it cannot be detected when it’s not being used.” 

James smiled faintly. 

Then, his mind stirred, and tens of thousands of Curse Characters emerged from his 
body and appeared before Benedict. Each of these characters was imbued with 
mysterious power. 

“What?” 

Benedict instantly froze. 

“How can this be? Y-You are a member of the Sanctuary as well?” he exclaimed. 

James, however, shook his head. 

“No, I’m not. Who told you that only the Sanctuary is capable of using Curse Magic? 
Plus, I’ll tell you this. The Sanctuary’s Curse Magic is not true Curse Magic. Mine, on 
the other hand, is the legitimate form of Curse Magic passed down by the Ancestral 
Talisman Master in the Primeval Age.” 



Looking at the Curse Inscription hovering before James, Benedict could not believe his 
eyes. Curse Magic was profound and enigmatic. He only obtained a few Curse 
Inscriptions despite joining the Sanctuary for countless years, not to mention he had yet 
to completely comprehend them. James, however, was able to summon tens of 
thousands of them at a single time. 

He was utterly stunned. 

After some time, he took a deep breath. 

The shocked expression on his face disappeared as he looked at James calmly and 
asked, “Don’t tell me you came here just to show me these Curse Inscriptions.” 

James dispersed the Curse Inscriptions and said, “Of course not. You joined the 
Sanctuary for a couple of reasons. One, you wish to cultivate Curse Magic to obtain 
Curse Inscription. Two, as an ambitious man, you wish to replace the Pavilion. The 
Sanctuary is powerful and can be of assistance to you. Three, perhaps you were being 
threatened.” 
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right?” 

Benedict nodded slightly and said, “You’re right. I joined the Sanctuary for Curse Magic 
to obtain greater power. I also wish to replace the Elixir Pavilion. However, I’m not being 
threatened or coerced by anyone.” 

James said, “You only have two options at the moment. One, you die. Two, you betray 
the Sanctuary and help the Pavilion annihilate them.” 

“Hahaha…” Benedict snickered. “How naive, James. You don’t know how powerful the 
Sanctuary is. Even with my help, the Pavilion may not be able to annihilate the 
Sanctuary.” 

“Is that so?” 

James smiled and said, “Silvester and Helvius have regained their strength. One of 
them is a Seventh Heaven Grand Emperor, and the other is at the Fifth Heaven. Would 
the Sanctuary dare attack with the both of them guarding the Pavilion?” 

Benedict responded coldly, “Even if they have regained their strength, the Sanctuary 
can still annihilate them with ease.” 



“What if I say I have another cultivator at the Grand Emperor Rank’s Fifth Heaven on 
my side?’ James asked. 

Hearing this, Benedict glanced at James. He could not see through him. 

As he stared at James, he asked, “What about your strength?” 

“My physical strength alone is at the Grand Emperor Rank’s Fifth Heaven.” James 
briefly described his strength. Of course, this was not his true strength but rather the 
strength he borrowed from Emperor Jabari. 

James summoned the Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword and played around with it. 

Benedict’s gaze was fixed on the Divine Sword. As a Grand Emperor, he could sense 
the immense power of the sword, which no Imperial Weapon could compare to. 

James said, “This sword has been passed down since the Primeval Age. Since you’ve 
heard of the Ancestral Talisman Master, you should know the Ancestral Sword Master. 
The Sword Master was the one who created the Five Great Sword Realms. Though the 
Ancestral Talisman Master’s Curse Magic is well-renowned throughout the ages, the 
Ancestral Sword Master’s strength is not beneath his. Meanwhile, this sword is called 
the Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword. This is an Ancestral God Weapon the Ancestral Sword 
master wielded.” 

Then, James summoned the Five Elements of Genesis and continued, “The Five 
Elements of Genesis were in the hands of the Five Ancestral Masters of heaven and 
earth in the Primeval Age. Using the Five Elements of Genesis, they created the 
groundbreaking Elemental Inversion. As we all may know, everything beneath the 
Heavenly Path is worthless and insignificant. However, Elemental Inversion is capable 
of matching the Heavenly Path.” 

James casually put Elemental Inversion away and summoned the Infinity Steles, which 
were in the minimized version. 

“The Infinity Steles are divine objects that have existed since the creation of heaven and 
earth…” 

James’ treasures appeared one by one. 

Though Benedict’s expression was composed, sweat beaded on his forehead. He could 
not believe that a single person could possess so many treasures. Who was James? 
How did he possess these priceless treasures that tugged at the heartstrings of even 
Grand Emperors? Most importantly, what was his rank? 

These were the questions on his mind. 



However, he knew that James only had a single objective in mind, and that was to 
convince him to betray the Sanctuary. 

After some time, he took a deep breath. Looking at James, he asked, “What do you 
want me to do?” 

Hearing this, James smiled faintly. He knew that he had succeeded in convincing 
Benedict. 

James said coldly, “Very simple. I just need you to betray the Sanctuary and assist the 
Pavilion in annihilating them. Of course, you won’t be doing this for free. Once 
everything’s over, I will teach you Curse Magic.” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3124-James knew that Benedict would not obey 
him entirely without giving him some benefits. Besides, he was worried that Benedict 
would conspire to set him up. That way, not only would they fail to annihilate the 
Sanctuary, but even the Pavilion could be implicated. 

Benedict was moved. He knew just how powerful Curse Magic was. All these years, he 
had only obtained a handful of Curse Inscriptions despite his many years of service for 
the Sanctuary. If James was willing to teach him Curse Magic, this was a great deal. 

He looked at James and said, “I have a question.” 

James said, “Ask away.” 

Benedict asked, “Where do you come from?” 

James glanced at him. After a few seconds, he said slowly, “I come from the future.” 

“The future?” Benedict froze. 

James nodded and said, “Yes.” 

Then, he briefly described the Four Calamities of humankind on Earth. 

“I came to the Boundless Realm from the future looking for a silver lining for humankind. 
As for my strength, don’t even bother guessing. You only need to know that the 
Sanctuary’s Chancellor, whose strength was equivalent to the Grand Emperor Rank’s 
Ninth Heaven after absorbing immense Curse Power in the Cursed World of the Eidolon 
Realm, I managed to defeat him regardless.” 



James’ rank was insignificant. However, all this while, he was an extremely powerful 
figure in the eye of others. Now, he was starting to play the role. 

After he spoke, he unconsciously scratched his nose. 

Benedict knew of the events that unfolded in the Cursed World of the Eidolon Realm. As 
he had joined the Sanctuary, he knew of the affairs that occurred. He never expected 
that James was the mysterious person who ruined the plans of the Sanctuary. With 
such a powerful figure on the Pavilion’s side, they should be able to annihilate the 
Sanctuary easily. 

“What do you need me to do?” Benedict asked. 

James said, “Though the Elixir Gathering has begun, the Sanctuary did not make any 
move. They must have sensed that something was amiss. I want you to tell them that 
everything’s alright in the Pavilion and that they have the green light to proceed.” 

Benedict nodded and said, “Sure.” 

James said, “I don’t trust you that much. So, swear a Heavenly Oath.” 

Hearing this, Benedict did not hesitate at all and immediately swore a Heavenly Oath. 

Seeing this, James was relieved. Though the Heavenly Path could no longer control a 
Grand Emperor, this did not mean that Grand Emperors could do as they please. 
Otherwise, they could be annihilated nonetheless. Thus, even a Grand Emperor was 
bound to a Heavenly Oath. 

“Why don’t you start by releasing my seal?” Benedict looked at James. 

James scratched his head awkwardly. Since there was no way for him to remove the 
seal Silvester applied, he had to summon Silvester who was outside the dungeon. 

Soon, he arrived. 

James said to him, “Everything’s alright now. You can release his seal.” 

Silvester believed in James’ words. Without saying a word, he simply removed the seal 
on Benedict. 

After successfully convincing Benedict, they had a much easier time convincing the 
others. 

Next, James wandered about the dungeon and convinced many of those who were 
imprisoned. Some, however, were adamantly loyal to the Sanctuary, and James could 



not convince them to change sides no matter what. Since there was no point in leaving 
them alive, Silvester simply turned them to ashes. 

At that moment, many people gathered at the holy site of the Pavilion. In the lead was 
Silvester, and behind him were Benedict and many of those who were convinced to 
change sides. 

James looked at them and said, “All preparations have been made. Now, we just have 
to wait for the Sanctuary to arrive. Send a message to the Sanctuary and tell them 
everything’s normal in here. Also, tell them that the Old Master and the current Master 
are injured and that their injuries will not heal in a short while.” 

Benedict nodded slightly. 

Then, he sat in a lotus position on the ground and began catalyzing a secret art to 
communicate with Tamuuz, the Deputy Leader. 

At the same time, outside the Elixir Realm… 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3125-Tamuuz had been waiting outside the Elixir 
Realm among the starry stars. In the meantime, he did not simply sit idly by but instead 
sent his subordinates to Elixir City to investigate the situation. However, there were too 
many people there, and everything seemed to be completely ordinary. Besides, the 
subordinates he sent did not have insider information about the Pavilion. 

Just as he was in a bind, he received a message from Benedict. Hearing that everything 
was operating normally there, he breathed a sigh of relief. 

However, he was a cautious man. Back then, he could not communicate with every 
single spy the Sanctuary sent to infiltrate the Pavilion. Now that Benedict contacted him, 
this made him extra cautious. 

Thus, he began contacting the others. Soon, he received many responses. After 
hearing from them, Tamuuz finally breathed a sigh of relief. 

Looking at the countless powerful figures and the airship armada behind him, he said, 
“Our objective is the Elixir Pavilion. Once the battle erupts, do not hold back. Destroy 
the entire Elixir Realm if that’s what we have to do.” 

“Understood,” their voices rang in unison. 

“Stay put for now and await your order.” 



Tamuuz said. Then, his body flashed, and he disappeared without a trace. In the next 
instant, he was already in the Elixir Realm. Upon appearing in an unknown location, he 
took a step forward into the void. A crack appeared in the void as he entered, 
disappearing without a trace. 

Many alchemists from all around the world gathered in Elixir City. 

A huge fissure appeared in the sky, and countless threads of black aura materialized 
from the fissures and enveloped Elixir City. 

At the holy site of the Pavilion… 

Upon witnessing this, James and the others could feel a chill down their spines. 

“It has begun.” 

Wearing a grim expression, Silvester summoned his full strength and was prepared to 
engage in battle. 

James waved his hand slightly and said, “Don’t act recklessly. The powerful figures of 
the Sanctuary have yet to appear. We should wait for them to appear before showing 
ourselves. Besides…” 

He looked at Silvester and Helvius behind him and cautioned, “Do not show yourselves 
unless absolutely necessary. Let Nuub and I be the vanguard.” 

Silvester and Helvius nodded. 

As a huge fissure appeared in the sky, countless threads of black aura materialized and 
enveloped the entire city. The millions of cultivators were also enveloped in darkness. 

“Wh-What is that?” 

“What’s going on?” 

“What happened?” 

“There’s a fissure in the sky!” 

Everyone was filled with consternation. 

“Hahaha!” 

As Elixir City was enveloped in a black aura, a burst of deafening laughter boomed, 
reverberating throughout the Elixir Pavilion. 



At that moment, many radiant lights glimmered on the peaks of the Pavilion, and 
countless powerful figures of the Pavilion appeared. Millions of them appeared in the 
sky and stood in a row, gazing at the fissure before them. 

Meanwhile, a black shadow gradually emerged from the fissure, slowly materializing 
into a man. He looked young and was wearing a black robe. Besides that, he exuded a 
black aura. 

“Who dares act so disrespectfully on the Pavilion during the Elixir Gathering?!” the 
Great Elder of the Pavilion said coldly. 

Then, he casually waved his hand, and the immense power of the Path appeared in his 
palm. The Path’s power shredded through the air in the direction of Tamuuz. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3126-The Pavilion’s Great Elder was a Grand 
Emperor called Nergul Daniela. As a Third Heaven Grand Emperor, he held a high 
status in the Pavilion, where he was in charge of all matters. The moment he made a 
move, the Path’s power gathered in his palm and charged toward Tamuuz, who was a 
distance away. 

Tamuuz appeared in the sky and stood in mid-air as a faint grin crept up on his face. 
The Sanctuary was fearful of Silvester and Helvius, not a mere Nergul. Thus, when the 
terrifying Path’s power charged straight toward him, he casually waved, and a black 
light appeared in his palm, gathering to form a black disc. The disc easily blocked 
Nergul’s attack. 

Seeing this, Nergul furrowed his eyebrows. Then, he pointed the cane in his hand in 
Tamuuz’s direction. At that moment, a crack appeared in the void and charged straight 
toward Tamuuz. 

However, at that moment, Tamuuz casually waved his hand, and mysterious black 
characters emerged. These black characters possessed a bizarre power. Before Nergul 
could react, he sensed a terrifying power sweeping toward him. Under the 
overwhelming pressure, cracks began to appear on his body as he plummeted from the 
sky and crashed into a mountain below. 

Grand Emperors stood no chance against fellow Grand Emperors at a higher sub-rank. 
Even a Grand Emperor at the Third Heaven like Nergul was no match for Tamuuz. 

“Enter formation!” 

“Defend the mountains!” 



Seeing that Nergul was defeated, the other figures of the Pavilion panicked and 
hurriedly activated the Formation. 

Tamuuz, on the other hand, was composed. In the past, he needed some thought to 
break the Mountain Formation of the Pavilion. Now, however, there was no need to do 
so. 

He glanced backward and ordered, “Charge!” 

As he ordered, many powerful figures of the Sanctuary emerged, and countless airships 
appeared in the sky outside Elixir City. 

Seeing this, the powerful figures of the Pavilion turned pale. 

James had been observing the situation from inside the holy site. Seeing that the 
enemy had appeared, his body flashed, and he appeared in mid-air. 

There were many people behind Tamuuz—the Chancellor, Jadranka, and Jimmu. 

Upon seeing James, the Chancellor’s face turned pale as he unconsciously staggered 
backward and pointed at James who was at a distance away, “D-Deputy Leader, that’s 
him!” His voice trembled. “He was the one who ruined our plans in the Cursed World!” 

“Him?” 

Tamuuz froze. 

As the Deputy Leader of the Sanctuary, he knew about this plan. The Sanctuary had 
been formulating the plan for a long time. Yet, the plan was foiled by a mysterious 
person. After the disaster, he especially looked into James but could find no clues. 

Upon seeing James and sensing his rank, he turned around and glanced at the 
Chancellor, asking puzzledly, “Are you sure about this, Chancellor? How can this be? 
He’s only at the Divine Rank.” 

The Chancellor said with confidence, “There’s no way I’d have mistaken him for 
someone else. Back then when we were in the Cursed World, he was only at the Sage 
Rank. That was why I let my guard down, causing the plan to fail.” 

Hearing this, Tamuuz fell into deep thought. 

He tried sensing James’ aura again. Once again, James was in the Divine Rank. 

He was puzzled. ‘Why is he only at the Divine Rank no matter how much I try to sense 
his aura?’ 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3127-‘Could it be that his strength had reached a 
point where even I can no longer sense it?’ 

Tamuuz was puzzled. 

After some time, he looked at James and clasped his fists, saying, “My friend, the 
Sanctuary’s operation has nothing to do with you. Please leave at once. We will be 
eternally grateful to you.” 

James looked at Tamuuz. At that moment, Emperor Jabari’s voice came, “Be careful, 
James. He’s a Grand Emperor at the Seventh Heaven. Even if you absorb all my power 
and completely activate your physical strength, he can still destroy your physical 
defenses easily.” 

Hearing this, James’ expression turned grim. 

However, since the Sanctuary had arrived, he had no choice but to meet them head-on. 

Gazing at Tamuuz, he said nonchalantly while wearing a composed expression on his 
face, “Sorry, but no can do.” 

Tamuuz’s face darkened as he said coldly, “You asked for this!” 

Under normal circumstances, he would have struck already. However, the Chancellor 
told him that James possessed terrifying strength and had destroyed the Sanctuary’s 
plans before. He was even well-versed in Curse Magic and could absorb Curse Power. 
Though he was slightly intimidated, he could not let the Pavilion go. The Pavilion had 
grown to become a powerhouse. If they allowed the Pavilion to keep developing at such 
a rapid pace, the Sanctuary might not be able to annihilate them one day. 

“In that case, you’ll die!” Tamuuz’s voice boomed. 

Behind James were countless powerful figures of the Pavilion who all possessed 
enormous power. At that moment, Nergul who had crashed into a mountain stood up. 
His body flashed, and he appeared before James. Glancing at James, he had a grim 
expression on his shriveled face as he said, “Why are you here?” 

Nergul had heard of James and knew that he had been staying in the Elixir Residence 
all this while. Jules had told him that James was a powerful figure. However, upon 
sensing his aura, he did not put Jules’ remarks to heart. After all, James’ aura was weak 
and insignificant. Now that James was out here in the open, he was displeased. This 



was the Sanctuary, after all. They had to be cautious when faced with such foes. 
Otherwise, the Pavilion could be annihilated. 

Not many knew of James and SIlvester’s plan, not even the Great Elder, who only knew 
that the Old Master and the current Master were injured and not the specifics. Thus, 
only James, Silvester, Helvius, Benedict and the others who were convinced by James 
knew of the plan. 

James glanced at Nergul. Seeing that he was injured, he said coldly, “There’ll be a 
fierce battle ahead of us. Go heal your injuries.” 

“You…” 

Enraged, Nergul opened his mouth. 

“I said go!” James roared while exuding a terrifying aura. 

Even a Third Heaven Grand Emperor like Nergul was dumbfounded. 

After freezing momentarily, he did not hesitate at all and hurriedly retreated from the 
battlefield to heal his injuries. 

James, on the other hand, looked at Tamuuz from a distance away and said 
nonchalantly, “I’m curious. Why is the Sanctuary so adamant about destroying the 
Pavilion? The Pavilion is extremely powerful. You will suffer massive casualties in the 
process.” 

“That’s none of your concern, kid!” Tamuuz said coldly and ordered, “Attack! Spare no 
one!” 

As he gave the order, the powerful figures behind him charged. 
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the Pavilion by mobilizing hundreds of Grand Emperors. Though their prowess was at 
the low end of the Grand Emperor Rank, about the First to Second Heaven, these were 
Grand Emperors who stood at the pinnacle of the power pyramid, after all. A single 
Grand Emperor fighting with his full strength was terrifying, not to mention hundreds of 
them. Besides Grand Emperors, the Sanctuary had many other Quasi Emperors and 
cultivators at the peak of the Divine Rank. 

Countless figures emerged from the airships behind Tamuuz. Just as they began 
making a move, a mysterious line suddenly appeared from below and enveloped Elixir 



City. Immediately, Elixir City vanished without a trace. This was a Formation prepared in 
advance to protect the city. Once activated, Elixir City would be transported to 
somewhere safe. 

At that moment, the Pavilion’s Mountain Formation had been activated. 

Standing above Sky City, James gazed at Tamuuz from a distance away. Upon seeing 
the countless powerful figures behind him, a chill ran down his spine. This would be the 
most significant battle he had ever fought in his lifetime. 

“Break the Formation, Jadranka!” Tamuuz ordered. 

“Understood.” 

Jadranka stood up immediately. Casually waving her hand, mysterious and convoluted 
characters appeared in her palm. 

At that moment, Jules who was inside the Elixir Residence was immediately controlled. 
After being controlled, he headed toward the core region of the Formation and tried 
breaking it from the inside. However, there was no response. 

Jadranka’s face paled. Wearing a grim expression, she said, “Deputy Leader, the 
Formation won’t break.” 

Enraged, Tamuuz cursed, “What? What the hell is going on?” 

Jadranka shook her head and said, “I don’t know. I was sure that I could break the 
Pavilion’s Mountain Formation. But now, there’s no response. There is one possibility. 
The Pavilion must have changed the Mountain Formation.” 

Tamuuz’s expression turned unusually solemn. 

At that moment, the Chancellor approached him and whispered, “Deputy Leader, I 
sense extraordinary changes in the Heavenly Path. If my extrapolations are correct, our 
operation could fail.” 

“Stop f*cking around with me!” Tamuuz’s face darkened as he said, “The Sanctuary has 
gone all out to annihilate the Pavilion. Now, the two most powerful figures of the Pavilion 
are injured. Even if they can still fight, their strength has been greatly diminished. 
Without Silvester and Helvius, how does the Pavilion plan to fight against us? Now, we 
just have to break the Formation to annihilate the Pavilion.” 

Tamuuz was determined to destroy the Pavilion. Though the Chancellor had 
extrapolated that there were extraordinary changes in the Heavenly Path and that the 
operation could fail, Tamuuz was not a man who would leave his fate to the heavens. 



“Attack at all cost!” Tamuuz ordered. 

As he ordered, countless powerful figures behind him attacked the Mountain Formation. 

The Pavilion was enveloped by a powerful Formation, and countless mysterious 
characters materialized and temporarily defended against the Sanctuary’s attacks. The 
surrounding space of the Pavilion was continuously being shattered by immense power. 
This terrifying power spread to the surroundings. Mountains disintegrated and were 
reduced to dust. 

At the same time, the entire Elixir Realm could sense immense power. 

“What’s going on?” 

“I sense energy fluctuations coming from the direction of the Elixir Pavilion!” 

“I thought they were having an Elixir Gathering? Could it be that a powerful force is 
attacking them now? If so, the entire Elixir Realm could become a battlefield!” 
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coming from the Pavilion, the powerful figures of the various families and sects of the 
Elixir Realm sensed that something was amiss. Without the slightest hesitation, they 
immediately escaped the Elixir Realm with their families and disciples into space and 
observed the situation from there. 

In the Formation, the powerful figures of the Pavilion were all wearing grim expressions. 
The Sanctuary was too powerful. Even though they had the protection of the Mountain 
Formation, the Formation would soon be broken based on the current speed the enemy 
was attacking. 

“What should we do?” 

Many Sect Elders of the Pavilion looked at James who was standing in mid-air. 

“Calm down.” 

James’ expression was grim. 

Now was not yet the time to strike for he wished to give more time for the living beings 
of the Elixir Realm to retreat. The offensives of the Sanctuary were too terrifying as 
hundreds of Grand Emperors attacked the Formation relentlessly. Upon sensing the 



unusual changes in the Pavilion, the cultivators of the Elixir Realm would certainly leave 
at once. 

“Grand Emperor, can you extrapolate what are our chances for this battle?” James 
asked Emperor Jabari. 

Emperor Jabari said, “James, there are too many variables for this battle. Any Grand 
Emperor could turn the tides of the battle. Thus, such a chaotic situation cannot be 
extrapolated. Before that, however, I tried extrapolating the outcome of the battle. What 
I learned is that there are extraordinary changes in the Heavenly Path.” 

“What do you mean?” James was confused. 

Emperor Jabari explained, “Under normal circumstances, Heaven’s Law is orderly and 
predictable. Yet, irregularities have occurred. This means that the outcome of this battle 
cannot be determined. Only after the battle is over will Heaven’s Law return to 
normalcy.” 

“Are you saying that it’s a fifty-fifty?” 

“Yes.” 

James took a deep breath. 

Rumble! 

Outside, the Sanctuary kept attacking the Pavilion’s Mountain Formation. Even though 
the Formation was set up by Silvester, cracks had begun to appear under the relentless 
assault of countless Grand Emperors. Their powerful energy had caused the crack to 
spread, and even some mountains inside the Pavilion had been destroyed by the power 
that seeped in. 

A fissure appeared in Sky City. 

Crack! 

Cracks began appearing on the main peak that connected to the back of Sky City. As 
the cracks appeared, a huge number of rocks came tumbling down. Then, Sky City 
began to collapse. Countless powerful figures hurriedly leaped into the air and appeared 
at a safe region. 

James knew that the Formation would soon break based on the current speed. 

“Give me strength, Grand Emperor.” 



Without any delay, Emperor Jabari summoned his strength, which flowed into James’ 
body from the Celestial Abode. The moment immense power entered his body, James’ 
physical body and the power that was concealed within were stimulated. At that instant, 
James’ physical strength soared. 

His bones made some cracking sounds. 

James did a stretch as battle intent rose in his heart. 

After absorbing the Tribulation Liquid, Emperor Jabari’s soul had been greatly restored. 
This time, he did not hold back. Summoning his full strength, the energy gushed into 
James’ body as his strength and aura rose dramatically. 

“James, this is everything I have. The power that you control is now equivalent to the 
Grand Emperor Rank’s Second Heaven. However, at times of great importance, I’ll use 
everything at my disposal to assist you.” 

Hearing this, James was relieved. 
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A loud explosion occurred above James. Above him, some parts of the Formation 
broke, and an immense power came gushing in. This power caused the void to crack, in 
which turbulence’s power surged. 

At that moment, with the assistance of Emperor Jabari, James’ strength was equivalent 
to the Grand Emperor Rank’s Second Heaven. Not only that but his physical strength 
had been completely activated, reaching the Fifth Heaven. 

His body flashed, and he dodged the terrifying power. 

The power plummeted from the sky and struck Sky City. Sky City, which had suffered 
massive damage, crumbled at that moment. 

The Pavilion had emergency exits. Just as the Formation was about to break, the 
emergency exit was activated, and some weaker disciples hurriedly escaped. 

In the distance, many powerful figures attacked the Formation. 

Seeing that the Formation was about to break, a faint smile crept up on Tamuuz’s 
solemn face. At that moment, he raised his hand, and a glimmering sword emerged in 
his palm. The sword was black, and there were mysterious inscriptions circulating 



throughout the Sword Body. This was an Imperial Weapon. Raising the sword in his 
hand, a Sword Light appeared and charged straight toward the Formation! 

Swish! 

As the Sword Light shredded through the air, even space was distorted. Then, a huge 
crack appeared. 

Boom! 

The moment the Sword Light struck the Formation, the Formation immediately 
shattered. As the Formation shattered, a terrifying power swept through the Pavilion, 
and countless mountains and rivers of the Pavilion were instantly destroyed. 

“Charge!” 

Tamuuz’s voice boomed. 

As he gave his order, the countless powerful figures behind him charged forward. 
Meanwhile, many more charged out of the Pavilion as well to meet them in battle. 

The moment the Formation shattered, some guests invited by the Pavilion hurriedly 
escaped and observed from afar. Since this was an internal affair of the Pavilion, they 
did not wish to intervene recklessly. That was because they knew that the Sanctuary 
was adamant about annihilating the Pavilion. If they joined in, they could be killed. 

“Sorry to have kept you waiting, Tamuuz Darkness.” 

A loud roar boomed from inside the Pavilion. Then, an elderly man soared into the sky. 
Wearing a grey robe, his face was covered in white hair. He exuded a terrifying aura 
that affected even heaven and earth, creating a terrifying magnetic field. 

“It’s the Old Master!” 

“The Old Master has left his closed-door meditation.” 

Many breathed a sigh of relief when they saw Silvester. 

Silvester was at the Grand Emperor Rank’s Seventh Heaven and considered the 
greatest fighter in the world. Though the Sanctuary came menacingly, they would be 
annihilated the moment Silvester appeared. 

Tamuuz gazed at Silvester. Upon sensing his terrifying aura, he smiled, “You dare to 
show yourself when your Path Seal has been destroyed? You must have a death wish!” 



Holding the Imperial Weapon in his hand, Tamuuz’s body flashed, and he appeared 
before Silvester. As the sword in his hand fell, he performed a terrifying Sword Path. 

Silvester raised his hand and waved, and bizarre characters emerged in his palm. 
These characters gathered to form a round disc, which flew toward the sword and 
blocked its attack. 

Boom! 

When two Grand Emperors at the Seventh Heaven clashed, a single move from them 
could destroy the entire space. As such, the powerful figures stayed far away from 
them. 

A voice boomed, “I will have my revenge, Jadranka!” 

Then, Helvius appeared before Jadranka in an instant, glaring at her menacingly. 

Jadranka looked at him as a condescending smile crept up on her seductive face. “I’d 
be afraid of you if you were in peak form, Helvius. What a shame that your Path Seal 
has been destroyed. In your current state, you stand no chance against me.” 

Helvius did not waste any breath and immediately attacked. 
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